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Outline 

1. Overview 

2. Key determinants for price impacts 

3. What happens if restrictions are not adjusted? 

4. Further big questions: 

• At what price will refiners be willing to process a dumbbell crude? 

• Crude by rail standards/delays 

• What’s the retail price impact? 

• What are the implications of the uncertainty for production and refining 

investment? 
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Amid crude export restrictions, high production growth of light crude oil has led to mismatch of 

light crude production with domestic needs. 

 

Tight oil rejuvenates US oil markets 

 
Source:  EIA, Barclays Research 
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Refiners have access to a cheaper 

feedstock… 

 

Refiners substitute domestic crude for foreign oil 

 
Source:  EIA, Barclays Research 

… and very light imports have begun to 

subside  

Refiner Acquisition cost 

chart 
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Source:  EIA, Barclays Research 



Price impacts for 2014 and 2015 depend on: 

1. Inland-coastal connections 

2. Pace of production growth 

3. Pace of import reduction 

4. Pace of rail buildout 
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A glut of crude oil may be a couple years away… 

 
Source: Barclays Research.  Note Bentek Forecast only available through 2018.  2016-2020 EIA uses EIA Reference Case Forecast. December 2013 Annual Energy Outlook Early Release.  
Forecast for 2014 and 2015 uses EIA STEO January 2014. 

EIA REFERENCE CASE forecast diverges from the other major forecasting companies 

after 2016.  That said, forecasts for 2015 have been revised up by 200 kb/d since the AEO 

was released in December 2013 and EIA has yet to release its AEO ‘high resource’ case. 
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Canadian refineries are importing as much as 

500 kb/d of light oil, only a small percentage 

from the US 

N. America possible light (>31 API) import displacement totals  

 
Source:  EIA, Barclays Research 

Rail to help reduce East and West Coast light 

imports 

 
Source:  Statistics Canada, Barclays Research 
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Super light (>35 API) imports have been 

almost entirely reduced: 20% in 2000 and 

7% in November … 

 

2014: The year of medium/light crude import displacement? 

 
Source:  EIA, Barclays Research 

... But further reductions in medium light 

imports to come 

PADD 3 refiners that had free choice imported barely any super light crude in 

September, October, and November.  Super light (>35 API) Saudi barrels imported were 

sour (1.1% sulfur). 



Rail links and blending to displace other imports 
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Largest growth in rail expected in the West 

Coast, but this could be delayed … 

 

Brent/Inland/Coastal diffs below these 

levels to shift  rail & pipeline usage  

 
Source:  Company Reports, Reuters, Bloomberg, RBN, Barclays Research 

 
Source:  ICF International, Hellerworx, US Department of State final SEIS, Barclays Research. 
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US gasoline consumption in decline, 

reducing gasoline imports  

 

Meanwhile, higher and lighter product exports to pressure 
margins elsewhere… 

 
Source:  EIA, Barclays Research 

… and in combination with LPGs, light 

product exports are a bigger share of export 

mix. 

Refiner Acquisition cost 

chart 
Chart of EIA exports of 

products by product 



As European refineries have lost competitive edge… 
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Throughputs decline, utilization at record lows, but government support remains intact 

 
Source:  Bloomberg, IEA, Total, Barclays Research 



And relatively cheap prices for NGLs relative to oil 
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Collapse of the WTI/NGL ratio means NGLs 

are relatively cheap on a btu basis… 

 

LLS weakening helped narrow condensate 

discount 

 

 
Source:  Bloomberg, Barclays Research 

 
Source:  Bloomberg, Barclays Research.  Note: Sunoco EF condensate price. 



Eagle Ford light oil and condensate to be most problematic 
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North American condensate production to grow  600 kb/d from 2013-2016.  Light crude growth of 

1.3 mb/d in same period. 

 
Source:  Bentek, Barclays Research 

 
Source: Company Reports, Reuters, Bloomberg, RBN, Barclays Research 
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Surplus US NGL supply likely to exceed global demand 

US Surplus NGL supply reaches 1 mb/d by 

2018.  Most of natural gasoline surplus 

heads to Canada … 

Ex-US LPG demand grows 600 kb/d by 2020, 

but the US has incremental 400 kb/d to export 

 
Source:  IEA World Energy Outlook 2013, Barclays Research. 

 
Source:  Bentek, Barclays Research. 



Middle distillate yields to suffer from new supplies 
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Source:  Turner Mason & Company, Barclays Research 

Light tight oil and condensate have high naphtha and lower distillate yields 



Will production be curtailed? 
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Prices below $80 would threaten Eagle Ford Oil 

 
Source:  WoodMackenzie, Barclays Research.  Note: 2P commercially viable reserves. 10% IRR assumed. B/E price calculated by sub-play area by taking the risked remaining locations multiplied by 
the EUR per well 
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90% of Bakken oil in 2015 is economic at prices above $60/bbl.  

 
Source:  Rystad Energy (cited with permission), Barclays Research.  
*Wedge breakeven is the exact price at which the asset’s new production is commercial (positive NPV) 

Bakken/Clearbrook price has rarely dropped below these levels. Netback likely $5-10 below 

Clearbrook price, so Bakken/Clearbook prices must stay at or above $65-70 range. 
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On average, spot US gasoline prices remain linked to world prices. Differences due to refinery 

configuration, elasticity of demand, weather, inventory behavior, not just crude cost 

What impact on the American consumer?  

 
Source:  EIA, Bloomberg.  US = average of US gulf coast, w, Barclays Research 
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PADD 5 crude slate likely to shift in coming years such that a combination of Canadian, Mexican 

light, and Saudi crudes  may render ANS less competitive to PADD5.  Blending ANS dumbbell 

equivalent might save refiner $15-20/bbl. 

 

Current regulations allow limited flexibility: ANS, Mexico? 

 
Source:  EIA, Barclays Research 



Conclusions   

• Assume that export restrictions remain in place for next 2 years: 

• Production growth remains economic above $80 (Eagle Ford) and $65-70 

(Bakken), but current high level of backwardation may slow pace in MT 

• Mismatch between light crude/condensate and processing capacity to 

pressure condensate, light product (esp. LPG) prices 

• Swaps, re-exports of non-commingled crude, PADD-PADD shifts, import 

displacement  

• Refiners to mitigate reduction in middle distillate yields, invest in 

light processing capacity.  

• Retail price impact likely small, linked to world product prices 

• Easing ban: ‘How’ and ‘when’ matter:  

• Likely to raise LLS, condensate, WTI prices 

• To shift rents from refiner to producer, reduce US refiner advantage 

• Likely to raise overall oil sector efficiency, benefitting consumers 
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